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Makeup artist Erin Parsons shares in her own words how she transformed her collection of antique lipsticks, perfumes, wigs, and lashes into a personal exhibition.
How I Turned My Love of Vintage Makeup Into the Beauty Museum of My Dreams
After informing my brother David of the Marilyn statue problem in Palm Springs, he sent me his suggestion for solving the problem. This is his "Colossus of Palm Springs" solution. Why not a really ...
Here's one solution to the Marilyn debate
George Chakiris, who won an Oscar for playing Bernardo, shares casting stories and memories of the classic film, and gives his take on its biggest controversies over the years.
George Chakiris on the Secrets and Scandals of ‘West Side Story,’ 60 Years Later
Part of the legend of the world’s most famous fragrance is that it is adaptable, and is as beloved by fragrance lovers now as it was 100 years ago ...
Smell of success: 100 years of Chanel No5
When a man walked into a Colorado police station last week to report a dead body in his home, the officers dispatched to the scene were likely not expecting to discover a mummified corpse, wrapped in ...
Cult Leader “Mother God” Was Found Dead & Mummified. Why Are Her Followers Celebrating?
Critics of the statue have described it as misogynistic and kitsch, while supporters say it will draw tourism and help the area's economy after COVID-19.
Opponents of 'Forever Marilyn' statue protest downtown placement
From Meghan Markle to Kit Harington, there are a number of stars who changed their names when they stepped into the spotlight.
30 celebrities who don't go by their real first names, and why
French fashion designer Gabrielle “Coco” Chanel launched her first, and now most iconic, perfume: Chanel No. 5. A century on, and the perfume remains a staple of the style set for its highly feminine ...
Happy 100th Birthday, Chanel No 5! The iconic scent celebrates a century
The 19-year-old star's new look is inspired by America's most successful pin-up girl. But what can she learn from Betty Brosmer's career?
The woman with the impossible waist: how Betty Brosmer inspired Billie Eilish
A cultural and time-contextualized examination of the legendary fragrance, trying to understand why we wear it so little and why the company did not arrange an honorary celebration for it... at least ...
Is Chanel No.5 Obsolete?
The creators of "Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt" bring us the story of a girl band on a comeback campaign decades later ...
"Girls5eva" is a feel-good story about what happens when one-hit wonders get a second chance
America and India host two of the world's giant film industries. We showcase some Bollywood stars who were influenced by Hollywood icons.
7 Bollywood Stars Influenced by Hollywood Icons
As West Side Story celebrates its 60th anniversary at the virtual TCM Classic Film Festival, Oscar winner George Chakiris reflects on his television career. The TCM annual Classic Film Festival, held ...
An Oscar Winner’s TV Highlights
To get slander removed, many people hire a “reputation management” company. In my case, it was going to cost roughly $20,000. We soon discovered a secret, hidden behind a smokescreen of fake companies ...
The Slander Industry
I love these photos and I loved this shoot. Do whatever you want whenever you want,’ the 19-year-old star wrote on Instagram. That’s a great message — but we should also be honest about the context ...
Why I feel so conflicted about Billie Eilish’s Vogue cover shoot
For most folks, staying upbeat, even joking, while battling Stage 4 cancer seems incomprehensible, but Robyn Griggs is determined to face down the disease with the same positive attitude she’s ...
ICYMI Robyn Griggs Interview
Spring is a time for renewal and rebirth. At the end of May, the New Wolsey Theatre in Ipswich will be opening its doors once ...
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What are the New Wolsey's greatest shows? Ipswich theatre celebrates 20th anniversary
Though I've been predicting a new era of Billie style for weeks now, nothing and no one could have prepared me for the drastic change that was to come. The pop star shared her new cover spread for ...
Billie Eilish Wears Lingerie On the Cover of British Vogue for A Powerful Reason
Is the reigning NFL MVP about to be traded? Could he become the next full-time host of ‘Jeopardy!’? And what’s next in his relationship with Shailene Woodley? Let’s run through all of the developments ...
The Aaron Rodgers 2021 Offseason Tracker
A beautiful friendship takes root in 'Here Today,' a dramedy about an aging comedy writer and his new BFF. Billy Crystal and Tiffany Haddish star.
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